There has been resurgent interest in building large low Earth orbiting (LEO) constellations of satellites on a new and bigger scale. Their aim is delivering Internet to the world by providing truly global and robust broadband coverage. Players such as OneWeb, SpaceX, Samsung, and Boeing all have proposals for such a system. Each plans on launching constellations of 600 to over 4000 satellites, dwarfing the 1400 operational satellites currently in orbit. This sheer number of satellites, along with their global coverage, gives rise to opportunities not only for broadband but also as a platform for providing navigation services.
INTRODUCTION
There are three distinct regimes where satellites tend to reside. Low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites are generally placed between 400 and 1500 km in altitude. Lower and orbits decays too quickly due to atmospheric drag. Higher and their lifetime is cut short from radiation exposure in the lower Van Allen belt. At the other extreme are the geosynchronous (GSO) satellites just above 35,000 km. Designed with an orbital period that matches that of Earth, if placed at the equator these satellites reside in the same place in the sky. There is nearly an equal divide of the 1419 operational satellites in orbit today between LEO with 780 and GSO with 506 [1] . There is not much placed in the vast distance between, nearly three Earths apart. This is partly because radiation levels are high, demanding specialized hardened components. However, this is where we find the 100 or so operational navigation satellites, nearly at the midpoint between LEO and GSO and hence in a medium Earth orbit (MEO). The largest constellation today is Iridium consisting of 66 low Earth orbiting polar satellites [2] . Figure 1 shows the Iridium constellation in comparison with the 31 satellite GPS constellation in MEO. This shows the scale of the difference in altitude with Iridium at 780 km and GPS at 20,200 km. This has substantial implications for coverage. Even though Iridium has twice as many satellites as GPS, at the equator users can only see 1 satellite whereas they can see 10 from GPS. The situation is better at the poles where the orbital planes meet, but even here only 6 to 8 Iridium satellites can be seen and still GPS has 10. This coverage comes down to satellite footprint. Figure 2 shows the stark difference in geometry between LEO and MEO. The Iridium footprint is around 3,000 km in diameter and GPS is 12,000 km [3] . This translates to many more satellites being needed to cover the Earth in LEO than in MEO. This was one of the fundamental trades considered in the design of the GPS constellation [4] . The higher the altitude, the higher each launch cost.
The lower, the more satellites had to be built to provide coverage. To put this in perspective, global coverage for one satellite in view at all times requires less than 10 satellites in MEO but requires closer to 100 in LEO [5] . In late 2014 and early 2015, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) reported a half dozen filings for spectrum allocation for large constellations of LEO satellites [6] . In January 2015, OneWeb announced a partnership with Virgin and Qualcomm to produce a constellation of 648 LEO satellites to deliver broadband Internet globally [7] . The proposed OneWeb constellation is shown in Figure 3 . Within days of this announcement, SpaceX, with support from Google, announced a similar ambition for a constellation of over 4000 LEO satellites [8] . A constellation of this size is shown in Figure 4 . In August of 2015, Samsung expressed interest with a proposal for a LEO constellation of 4600 [9] . Boeing joined the race in June of 2016 announcing plans for a LEO constellation of nearly 3000 [10] . These new LEO constellations are being proposed to keep up with the rising demand for broadband, not to replace ground infrastructure, but to allow us to keep up [9] . From a more humanitarian perspective, these systems bring Internet access to the 54% of the population that do have the infrastructure today [11] . A summary of these LEO systems is given in Table 1 . These 'Broadband LEO' constellations are on an entirely different scale than the 'Big LEO' constellations of the 1990s. Big LEO constellations like Iridium [2] and Globalstar [12] offer voice telephone and low speed data. Those of the likes of OneWeb and SpaceX are promising high speed Internet. These are not the first to be proposed. A Broadband LEO constellation concept of close to 1000 satellites was proposed by Microsoft backed Teledesic in the late 1990s [13, 15] . However, the system never came to fruition due its extreme cost. The constellations proposed now are leveraging lower costs per kilo to LEO due to new launch vehicle competitors as well as 20 years of satellite technology advancements. These Broadband LEOs have 10 to 100 fold more satellites than their Big LEO counterparts. The reason for this scale is a combination of latency and capacity. More satellites mean better visibility and capacity. Though higher altitudes like GSO require fewer satellites to cover the Earth, they also introduce a higher latency. Their distance means it takes radio signals up to 280 milliseconds to complete a round trip. A LEO constellation below 1580 km has the potential to be faster than Earth-bound fiber optic networks [9] .
The magnitude of the space infrastructure being proposed is unprecedented. OneWeb's constellation is nearly as large as the number of satellites in LEO today. SpaceX is more than twice the number of operational satellites in orbit. With the scale of this space infrastructure being proposed, it makes sense to consider these platforms for functions other than communications, but perhaps also Earth observation and navigation as is proposed here. Iridium is of the size that it could add a useful augmentation signal to GPS [3] . The scale of the Broadband LEOs being proposed is such that they could act as a standalone navigation system for trilateration.
The focus here is leveraging these Broadband LEO constellations for navigation. By piggybacking these spacecraft with a hosted payload, each could act as a navigation satellite. We examine the full system architecture including how such a hosted payload could be built for a lower than traditional cost. Though designed for broadband coverage, results show that the large number of satellites in these constellations actually gives rise to better geometry than the MEO constellations of GPS, Galileo, GLONASS, and BeiDou with typically twice or more the number of satellites in view. Good performance in the user position domain is one part geometry and one part signal in space user range error (SIS URE). The SIS URE is comprised of a combination of satellite clock, orbit determination, orbit prediction, and ephemeris packaging. Here we examine cost effective ways of achieving good performance in these aspects. This can be done more economically than traditional methods as better satellite geometry allows for degraded SIS URE to achieve comparable performance in the position domain. We explore the use of chip-scale atomic clocks (CSAC) on the satellites to achieve precise timing. We examine the use of the GPS ephemeris message for use in LEO to enable backwards compatibility. Furthermore, constellation-wide orbit determination methods are discussed. Ultimately, all elements and error budgets are brought together to show the possible system performance that is achievable. These coming signals of opportunity can add a tremendous benefit to the PNT that we are increasingly reliant upon.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR NAVIGATION
To evaluate the performance achievable from Broadband LEO constellations, we will consider them as their own entity. The user will assume operation using a LEO constellation only and furthermore will use trilateration to establish position. To determine how well these can do in terms of user position error, we must consider two factors: geometry and user range error. The user position and time errors are related to these through the least squares process used to compute position from pseudorange measurements. This leaves us with the following relationships [16, 17] :
where PDOP is the position dilution of precision, σ 3D is the user root mean square (RMS) 3D positioning error, TDOP is time dilution of precision, σ b is the user RMS clock error, and σ URE is the user range error (URE). These equations map errors in range measurements to user position and clock errors. The URE is the uncertainty in the ranging signal. This parameter includes errors from the satellite control segment such as orbit and clock, as well as from the user side, which includes atmospheric propagation effects, multipath, and user equipment. These are summarized in Table 2 . The dilution of precision (DOP) factors are derived from terms related only to the user-satellite geometry. Hence, it is only geometry that maps range errors into the user space. In other words, DOP is a geometry factor that is a measure of how many satellites are in view and how well they are distributed in the sky. The better their distribution, the more information can be gathered about each direction, and the better the position estimate. Typically this is further broken down into horizontal (HDOP) and vertical dilution of precision (VDOP), giving us the relationship between URE and errors in the vertical and horizontal directions. This enables a powerful analysis that allows for the user position errors to be characterized with knowledge of the constellation geometry, namely, where satellites are placed in orbit, and how good their signals are in terms of clock performance and orbit uncertainty. [19] . The DOP-URE analysis was performed using the GPS constellation from the same year, computing HDOP and VDOP globally and over a 24-hour period with an elevation mask of 5 degrees. These match nearly exactly. This DOP-URE analysis will be the basis of this study. We will examine the geometry that can be achieved from the Broadband LEOs and the URE required to match the position error performance of GPS today. We then dive into how this URE could be achieved in LEO framed in the context of a low-cost hosted payload for these constellations.
USER GEOMETRY
To examine the user-satellite geometry of the Broadband LEO constellations, we must make some assumptions about their orbit design. Some constellation orbital parameters have been published as given in Table 1 . From this list, the only fully defined and publically disclosed is OneWeb. For others, even with the orbits known, the exact number of orbital planes, satellite distribution within those planes, and relative phasing between the planes is not known.
There are several methods used in constellation design resulting in different configurations to perform similar functions. GPS was originally designed for 21 satellites in 6 orbital planes [4] . Galileo, by comparison, has designed 27 satellites into 3 planes [20] . Furthermore, Galileo has its satellites equally spaced in these planes, whereas GPS does not. GPS was optimized for global PDOP and for robustness to satellite failures [4] . Galileo, though optimized similarly with slightly different constraints, is instead a Walker Delta constellation also known as a Ballard Rosette [20] [21] [22] . A Walker Delta is a symmetric constellation consisting of t satellites distributed evenly into p orbital planes. This gives rise to s = t / p satellites per plane which are uniformly distributed in the orbit. The ascending nodes of the p orbital planes are uniformly distributed about the equator. In addition, there is a relative phasing between adjacent planes. This class of constellation design gives rise to n satellites being in view at all places on Earth at all times.
Iridium is another Walker constellation. Its near polar circular orbits make it a Walker Star constellation [22] . In this configuration, near polar circular orbits have ascending nodes spaced equally though 180 degrees. This leads to satellites travelling north on one side of the Earth and south on the other. In order to get coverage of the Earth in its entirety, LEO constellations must be near polar due to their limited satellite footprint, otherwise there is no coverage at the poles. The OneWeb constellation also appears to be a Walker Star. Because of these factors, the Walker Star is the type of constellation considered here for user-satellite geometry analysis.
For a given number of satellites t, it is a difficult problem to solve for the optimal constellation parameters including inclination, number of orbital planes, and relative phasing between planes [21] . We reduce this problem by assuming a near polar Walker Star configuration. To solve for the number of planes and number of satellites per plane, we examined the problem from a geometric perspective. We reasoned that spacing between satellites at the equator should be similar in-plane and across planes. The angular spacing in plane θ s is given by:
and the cross plane spacing θ p by:
This comes from the Walker Star, where planes have ascending nodes spaced evenly over 180 degrees. Setting the in-plane and cross-plane spacing to each other results in the following:
In other words, the number of satellites per plane is very nearly twice the number of planes. We now use the fact that the total number of satellites t is equal to the number of satellites per plane s multiplied by the number of planes p:
This gives us the following desired relationships:
The above equations were used as a rule of thumb in creating a plethora of LEO constellations to evaluate. In practice, it was found that rounding these numbers gave rise to reasonable results. For Iridium with 66 satellites, this scheme yields 6 planes with 11 satellites per plane, exactly the configuration of Iridium today. Scaling up to Broadband LEOs, OneWeb's 648 satellites yields 18 planes with 36 satellites per plane, exactly that proposed by OneWeb in 2015 [23] .
For a specified number of satellites, we are now only missing the cross-plane phasing to fix the Walker Star constellation. For optimal coverage with a Walker Star, this spacing is [22] :
where ΔM is the offset in mean anomaly between satellites in adjacent planes. This does imply that two or more satellite can intersect over the poles where orbits cross. Though risk of a satellite-to-satellite collision is small in general, this has occurred in the past when Iridium 33 collided with the Russian Cosmos 2251. In practice, the Broadband LEOs are likely not in this optimal configuration but varied slightly to manage collision risk. The optimal value will be used for purposes of this study.
Using a Walker Star configuration with the number of planes, satellites per plane, and cross-plane phasing as outlined above, a diversity of constellation sizes and altitudes were studied for their user-satellite geometry. The first metric considered was geometric dilution of precision (GDOP). This is related to PDOP and TDOP as follows:
This was chosen, as it is a combined measure of both 3D position and clock bias geometry. In other words, how URE maps into both user 3D position and clock errors. This result is given in Figure 5 , which represents the 98 th percentile GDOP a user would experience on Earth assuming a 5 degree elevation mask as a function of constellations size and altitude. This was computed by evaluating the constellation geometry over a grid of user positions on Earth for a period of time sufficient for the Earth-constellation geometry to repeat. This repeat period depends on the orbit. For example, Landsat 8, a USGS-NASA Earth observation satellite in a 705 km altitude orbit, has a groundtrack repeat period of 16 days. Once relative positions repeat, we have obtained statistics on all possible configurations.
These GDOP curves show two distinct slopes. Early on, the addition of only a few satellites seems to add great improvement in GDOP. Around GDOP of 3, however, addition of more satellites seems to add less benefit. This knee in the curve is perhaps a Pareto optimal point where more satellites add less benefit for navigation. It is likely not a coincidence that the navigation constellation service providers all seem to deliver this level of service. Though not designed explicitly for navigation, the Broadband LEOs beat the performance of navigation core constellations of today. The smallest, OneWeb, beats GPS by nearly a factor of 3. Next we examine HDOP and VDOP, given in Figures 6 and 7 , respectively. These are broken down by latitude and represent the 95 th percentile dilution of precision. MEO constellations appear to have their best HDOP at the equator and poles and worst VDOP at high latitudes. This is a known property of the GNSS core constellations where horizontal positioning for ships in the Arctic is excellent but aircraft can have difficulty due to poor geometry [24] . The reason for this is the inclination of the orbits. The inclination of GPS at 55 degrees is the maximum latitude where satellites can be seen overhead. This is exactly the latitude where we see GPS VDOP performance degrade due to the limited vertical information that can be derived from low elevation satellites. GLONASS, at a higher inclination of 64 degrees, has its best performance at high latitudes to provide services over Russia. By comparison, the Broadband LEO constellations have their best geometry at the poles. This stems from the fact that the satellite are in polar orbits, meaning most of the constellation is in high latitude regions. This is shown by Figure 8 , which illustrates the typical number of satellites in view as a function on latitude. The Broadband LEOs again perform better in terms of number of satellites visible and their HDOP and VDOP. Figure 9 shows the cumulative probability of PDOP. This shows that the Broadband LEO constellations are still well behaved, even in the tails of the distribution. Again we see the Broadband LEOs outperform the MEO navigation constellations. It is worth noting here that the GPS Standard Position Service Performance Standard specifies a PDOP of less than 6, 98% of the time [25] . It is outstanding how much better GPS performs today with a value nearly one third of that. In summary, by all measures of geometry and satellite visibility, the Broadband LEO constellations being proposed outperform the MEO navigation constellations of today.
USER RANGE ERROR
We now come to the constellation user range error (URE) that maps into the user space through the geometry discussed in the previous section. The focus will be on the signal in space URE (SIS URE), namely, the orbit and clock uncertainty of the constellation. We will further assume similar errors to GPS on the user equipment side as outlined in Table 2 .
The geometry of the proposed Broadband LEO constellations is better than the GPS constellation today, at least by a factor of 3 in GDOP. This gives an advantage to the Broadband LEOs because this better geometry affords some leeway in the SIS URE needed to match the user positioning performance of GPS. GPS today has a system wide SIS URE of 0.82 meters [18] . If we consider OneWeb, the smallest of the Broadband LEOs, the SIS URE needed to match GPS user positioning performance is 3.0 meters. Table 4 shows this comparison in vertical and horizontal components. The remainder of this section will address how this level of SIS URE can be achieved. First, clocks will be examined. This will require a clock of similar performance to GPS. It will also require an examination of the physics in LEO. Being closer to the Earth means different orbital perturbations dominate. This has implications for both the orbital ephemeris of the satellite as well for relativistic effects for the clock. Finally, the level of orbit uncertainty required and methods of orbit determination will be discussed.
Clocks
In this section, we discuss suitable clock hardware for a low cost hosted payload. In addition, the relativistic effects in LEO compared to MEO and their impact on the user equipment will be examined.
Hardware
The GPS satellite clocks are an outstanding piece of high performance radiation hardened hardware. However, their power consumption, size, weight, and cost make them unsuitable for a low cost hosted payload for LEO. As an alternative, we examined chip-scale atomic clocks (CSAC), specifically the SA.45S, for this application [26] . By comparison, these are low weight and size at 17 cubic centimeters, low power at 120 milliWatts, and low cost at around 1500$ per unit. The trade-off is that after 24 hours, which is when GPS typically updates its clocks, the timing uncertainty is 100 times worse with a CSAC compared to GPS. Though Broadband LEOs have better geometry than GPS, they cannot afford this degradation in clock performance.
Twenty-four hours is too long of an update interval for the CSAC in this application. Its Allan Deviation, the clock stability as a function of averaging time, is 10 -11 second/second after 24 hours [26] . Compare this to GPS which is typically around 3x10 -14 second/second [27, 28] . The best CSAC stability occurs at an averaging time of around 100 minutes, where it is closer to 10 -12 second/second [26] . If the CSAC can be updated once per orbit in LEO, which also has a period of 100 minutes, we average for 10 times less time and we gain a factor of 10 in the clock stability. This is very nearly the factor of 100 degradation regained by updating the CSAC once per orbit instead of once per day. This comparison is summarized in Table 5 . Though not quite as good as GPS, we can afford some degradation due to the improved geometry. 
Relativistic Effects
Relativistic effects in LEO are different than in MEO. This has an impact on the clocks because of time dilation. Orbital speeds cause a time slowdown and a loss of gravity causes a speed up. In MEO, the loss of gravity wins and satellites experience a net time gain. As such, the GPS clocks are tuned to run slow on the ground, so they balance the time speed up on orbit [29] . In LEO, speed wins over gravity loss and clocks have to be tuned to run more quickly to compensate for the time slow down [30] . In addition, there are a variety of more subtle effects that cause time dilation. These temporal perturbations are summarized in Table 6 . This shows that most temporal perturbations that can be neglected in MEO can also be neglected in LEO. This includes Earth tidal effects, relativistic corrections to radio signal propagation such as Shapiro time delay, and frame dragging due to Earth rotation (Lense-Thirring effect). The periodic effects of orbital eccentricity are important in both LEO and MEO. However, the Earth oblate gravity effects that are negligible in MEO become significant in LEO. This difference is due to the lower altitudes of LEO satellites, making them more susceptible to deviations in the Earth's gravity field. Figure 10 shows that accelerations due to Earth oblateness are nearly two orders of magnitude stronger in LEO. Table 5 assumes significance after 1 day. If clocks are updated every LEO orbit of 100 minutes, as constrained by the use of CSACs, Earth oblateness again becomes small and can be ignored. When done in this way, corrections on the user side can be made the same way in LEO and in MEO. 
Orbits
In this section, we examine the two key components of satellite orbit on the SIS URE, namely, the orbit description (ephemeris) and the orbit determination.
Orbital errors Δr = ( Δr R , Δr A , Δr C ) are typically described in the radial Δr R , along-track Δr A , and crosstrack Δr C directions. To project this into the user space, we need to determine how these contribute to the SIS URE. This projection varies as the line of sight vector changes with satellite motion and user location. To statistically account for this, the SIS URE is typically averaged over all points on Earth within the visibility cone of the satellite [18, 31] . This allows the orbital contribution to the SIS URE to be written as a weighted average of root mean square errors R = rms Δr R , A = rms Δr A , and C = rms Δr C as follows [18] :
The weight factors w R and w A,C are altitude dependent and are given in Table 7 for GPS as specified by SPS Performance Standard [25] . Notice that it is largely the radial component of the orbit that projects onto the user in MEO. Examination of Figure 2 shows why: the visibility cone of the GPS satellites is narrow, only 13.88 degrees from nadir. Being closer to Earth, LEO cones must be much wider to provide coverage. At an altitude of 1000 km, this angle is 59.82 o , more than 4 times that of MEO. The weight factors for some LEO orbits are also given in Table 7 . This shows that at an altitude of 1000 km, all directions become equally important to the URE. Similar to Eq. (10), the combined orbit and clock SIS URE is given by [18] :
where Δcdt represents the error in the broadcast clock offset. This takes into account that it is only the difference between the radial orbit error and broadcast clock error that contribute to the modeled pseudorange. These parameters may be correlated due to the orbit and clock determination process. Typically, this correlation results in a smaller SIS URE than what results from simple addition of the orbit and clock variances.
Typical values of the root mean square radial R, alongtrack A, cross-track C and broadcast clock offset T for GPS are given in Table 8 . To determine an orbit error requirement for the Broadband LEOs, we will stay with our running OneWeb example. As shown in Table 4 , the SIS URE required to match the user performance of GPS with OneWeb's geometry is 3 meters. If a CSAC were used with around twice the uncertainty of the GPS clocks, as shown in Table 5 , the clock uncertainty would be in the vicinity of 2 meters RMS. Furthermore, we will conservatively assume the clock T to be uncorrelated to the orbit radial component R. With this, Eq. (11), and the weights given in Table 7 , we find that R, C, and A need to each be 2.25 meters RMS; approximately 3.9 meters in 3D. These are also given in Table 8 for comparison to GPS. Clearly, the allowable orbital uncertainty is higher than GPS; how they can be achieved in terms of orbit description (ephemeris) and orbit determination will be the subject of this section. 
Ephemeris
The GPS ephemeris message consists of 16 parameters that describe the orbit. These parameters, summarized in Table 9 , are fit to a high precision propagated trajectory and is valid for a period of 4 hours [32] . It consists of the 6 Keplerian elements that describe the orbit nominally as an ellipse. This is followed by 6 harmonic correction terms, which account for periodic variation. Moreover, there are 3 rate terms that account for orbit precession and secular drift. The final term is a timing parameter that defines the orbit epoch.
This orbit parameterization was designed for the physics of MEO. Though affected by a variety of orbital perturbations, such as luni-solar gravity and solar radiation pressure, MEO is dominated by Earth's oblate gravity. This perturbation stems from a bulge of mass at the Earth's equator and is known as the J 2 (C 2,0 ) spherical harmonic. The GPS ephemeris message was effectively designed to compensate for this effect though it can also absorb luni-solar gravity and solar radiation pressure [33] . Figure 10 shows these perturbations and their strength as a function of orbit altitude. LEO is shown to be also dominated by Earth oblate gravity, but is then dominated by higher order gravity terms, not luni-solar gravity like MEO. In addition, Earth oblate gravity is two orders of magnitude stronger in LEO. These factors combined give rise to different dynamics in LEO compared to MEO. It is desirable that the ephemeris message used in LEO be the same as that used by GPS for backwards compatibility. However, though both are dominated by Earth oblate gravity, it is not clear how well the GPS ephemeris can absorb higher order gravity terms as is required in LEO. In addition, we need to establish a suitable fit interval for LEO. An experiment was carried out to answer these questions. High precision LEO trajectories were produced and the GPS ephemeris parameters were fit for a variety of fit intervals. The high precision trajectories were produced using the freely available NASA General Mission Analysis Tool (GMAT) [34] . The orbit propagation model employed included Sun and Moon gravity, solar radiation pressure, atmospheric drag, high order gravity (70x70 of the EGM96 model), tides, and relativistic effects. The GPS ephemeris message was then fit to this trajectory by a nonlinear least squares procedure as given in [35] . The partial derivatives needed for this process can be derived analytically from the GPS ephemeris and are given in [36] . This process was repeated every 10 minutes for the year 2017. This gives rise to more than 50,000 ephemeris messages produced per orbital altitude. This enabled the characterization of the GPS ephemeris representation error. This is the error that stems from using the GPS ephemeris to describe the orbit; it is not a measure of absolute certainty, just the error introduced from the parameterization. This error was then projected into the user space to obtain the SIS URE component as described in the previous section. The result of this process is given in Figure 11 . This shows the RMS URE that stems from representing the orbit using the GPS ephemeris parameters given in Table 9 . Furthermore, the MEO and IGSO trajectories shown represent 55 degree inclined orbits whereas the LEO orbits are polar. This illustrates that the GPS ephemeris introduces a 7cm RMS error to the URE for GPS in MEO. It further shows that matching this in LEO is possible, but requires a much shorter fit interval of 10-20 minutes depending on the orbit altitude. Figure 12 shows the fit interval needed to match the performance of GPS as a function of orbital altitude. It also shows the maximum time the satellite can be in view as calculated using [37] . Combined, this shows that if these fit intervals were used, the ephemeris from LEO would be valid the entire time the satellite was in view. Thus, once the user downloads an ephemeris message, it would be valid the entire time the satellite is visible. Though the GPS ephemeris parameters themselves can describe LEOs, there is still limited dynamic range on these parameters in practice. This is because each is allocated a fixed number of bits and a scale factor used to unpack the parameter. Some parameters are unaffected, such as the Keplerian elements at the heart of the message due to their generality for all orbits. However, though LEO is dominated by the same dynamics as MEO, Earth oblate gravity is stronger and necessitates larger values of the correction terms. Figure 13 shows the distribution of rate in inclination IDOT for both MEO and LEO. Clearly, LEO exceeds the dynamic range built into the GPS ephemeris message. Results show that all of the harmonic and rate correction terms, with the exception of rate in right ascension, exceed the GPS ephemeris dynamic range. As such, we propose a set of alternate scale factors for LEO as given in Table 10 . This allows for the same bit allocation and message structure, but requires the application of different scale factors on the user side. If the fit interval is used as described in Figure 12 along with the message structure given in Table 10 , the resulting message performance is given in Figure 14 . This shows comparable performance to GPS in LEO, with similar, if not better, URE distributions. This is likely more accuracy than is needed by the Broadband LEOs because of their enhanced geometry. Nonetheless, the GPS ephemeris message can be used to convey orbit data to the same degree of accuracy as GPS today.
Orbit Determination
It is one thing to describe an orbit with an ephemeris to a degree of certainty; it is another to know the orbit with absolute accuracy. The later is orbit determination (OD) and is the final piece of this SIS URE analysis.
There are several architectures that could be considered for orbit determination of the Broadband LEO constellations. The problem from a navigation standpoint is scale and latency. Scale in the sense there are many satellites to keep track of and latency as a measure how often measurements can be taken to establish the orbits. A network of ground stations can be used to take measurements such as pseudoranges that can be batch processed to determine the orbit. This has been done precisely in the past for LEO navigation systems such as Transit where better than 5m 3D RMS orbit determination levels were being achieved in the 1980s [38] . This would nearly suffice for our purposes, though the performance will depend on the density of ground stations and their capacity. Some Broadband LEO constellations plan for inter-satellite communication links also known as crosslinks. These links could be used as an additional ranging source, further constraining the orbit determination problem of the constellation as a whole. These constraints are shown in Figure 15 . Another architecture is to simply use the GPS constellation to perform navigation in LEO. This is commonplace today with commercial space capable receivers such as the Novatel OEM615 reporting 1.5 meter RMS 3D accuracy; more than meeting our OD requirement [39] . Though this makes the Broadband LEOs dependent on GPS above, it gives rise to more signals to the user on the ground and a potentially better service overall. This multitier GNSS architecture could have core constellations like GPS at its center with a multitude of LEO satellites reliant on it and delivering more signals to the user. The more powerful signals from LEO would be more resilient to jamming on Earth. Meanwhile, the LEO satellites would be largely unaffected by Earth bound jammers, allowing them to use GPS even if the user cannot. Furthermore, a GPS receiver in LEO could be used to steer the LEO clock, reducing the onboard clock requirement and complexity. 
BUILDING THE HOSTED PAYLOAD
A major cost driver of space hardware is the radiation dosage received during its mission lifetime. The higher the dosage, the more specialized the hardware must be. In many cases, special radiation hardened electronic components and designs are required [40] . Figure 16 shows the total ionizing dose (TID) in silicon over a 5-year mission as a function of orbital altitude and inclination. This is a measure of material damage caused by ionizing radiation. This plot assumes aluminum shielding of 5 mm in thickness; beyond this and shielding adds only a marginal benefit [41] . These results were produced using the European Space Agency (ESA) Space Environment Information System (SPENVIS) [42] . The radiation models employed were trapped proton (AP-8) and electron (AE-8) models for solar maximum as well as long-term solar particle fluences and galactic cosmic ray fluxes. Figure 16 also shows the distribution of operational satellites in orbit as a function of altitude [1] . Notice the concentration in LEO and GSO with only a few in between representing the navigation constellations in MEO. The reason for this is ionizing radiation. There are two distinct peaks in the TID curves between LEO and GSO. These are the Van Allen Belts. The lower belts are dominated by high energy protons and the upper by high energy electrons, both trapped by the Earth's magnetic field [43] . The varying radiation dosage by orbital altitude has led to a classification system [40] . LEO satellites below 500 km are classified as operating in level I radiation conditions. Level II represents LEO between 500 and 1200 km. Level III are the geosynchronous satellites. GPS is considered level IV. This is the highest on the operational hierarchy with the exception of level IVa, which specifies tactical survivability of a nuclear detonation. This gives a sense of how difficult it is to make the navigation satellites today, which must survive the worst radiation conditions we subject spacecraft to.
Typical commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) electronic components fail between 5 and 20 kRad (Si) TID. Figure  16 shows that some COTS components could work in LEO and GSO but not in MEO and hence part of the challenge in their design. By careful selection of COTS components, it has been found that designs tolerant to 30 kRad (Si) can be achieved [41] . This is a design technique known as 'Careful COTS' where COTS components are tested to establish their radiation tolerance and the hardest used in the final design. Typically this makes use of industrial or automotive grade components in lieu of commercial grade. This method has successfully been employed by small satellite manufacturers which operate in LEO such as Skybox Imaging, now part of Google under the name Terra Bella [41] . Though a more expensive technique than 'Vanilla COTS' due to the testing required, it is cheaper than radiation hardened designs. Furthermore, the CSAC considered in this analysis has also shown to be radiation tolerant, designed to survive a dose of 50 kRad (Si) [44] . Figure 17 focuses on radiation levels in LEO. This plot also shows the target altitudes of the Broadband LEOs. This appears to be partly because not much is there today, however, it also puts these systems in a level II radiation environment. This combined with a 'Careful COTS' design puts a hosted payload consisting of a CSAC and COTS components a possibility, thereby reducing costs and further showing the feasibility of such a hosted payload concept for LEO. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed Broadband LEO constellations of OneWeb, SpaceX, Samsung, and Boeing represent a major paradigm shift. This unparalleled amount of new space infrastructure could increase the number of operational satellites in orbit by 10 fold. Here, we examined how these constellations can be leveraged as a platform to provide navigation services.
The unprecedented number of satellites of these LEO constellations gives rise to better geometry than any of the GNSS core constellation in MEO today. This strength in numbers allows for degradation in the signal in space user range error (SIS URE), while still matching the performance of GPS in the user position domain. This, coupled with the more benign radiation environment in LEO, enables the use of alternate and lower than traditional cost technologies. As such, this was framed as a hosted payload concept, where the Broadband LEO satellites could be piggybacked to provide not only broadband, but navigation services as well.
Based on OneWeb's geometry (dilution of precision) we established requirements for the satellite clock and orbit uncertainty components of the SIS URE. Chip-scale atomic clocks were shown to be suitable for this application. Though not as good as GPS atomic clocks, if updated every LEO orbit, they suffice due to the improved geometry. For the orbital component, examination of projection in the user space allowed us to determine orbital uncertainty requirements. We further broke this down into orbit description (ephemeris) and determination. The GPS ephemeris message was shown to be capable of representing satellites in LEO. Though fit over a shorter time interval, the message would be valid the entire time the satellite is in view. For orbit determination, it was found that ground-based methods of satellite tracking could suffice to meet the requirements. We also discussed a multitier GNSS architecture. In this scenario, high quality constellations like GPS above in MEO provide positioning and thus orbit determination and clock steering for the Broadband LEO constellations. Commercial space capable GPS receivers were found capable of achieving the required orbit determination in LEO. Though reliant on GPS above, the Broadband LEOs would provide a wealth of additional signals to users on the ground. Furthermore, examination of the LEO radiation environment showed that a low-cost hosted payload design is possible using careful selection of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components.
The addition of navigation satellites in LEO provides a number of benefits to the user. Compared to GNSS in MEO, LEOs have the advantage of being closer to the Earth, thus experiencing less path loss and delivering stronger signals. This makes them more resilient to jamming. For instance, a 20 Watt GPS jammer can take out a city block; the gain from LEO decreases its reach by a factor of 10. LEO spacecraft also travel overhead more quickly, passing in minutes instead of hours in MEO. This gives rise to more multi-path rejection, as reflections are no longer static over short averaging times. This faster motion also gives rise to benefits in the initialization time required for carrier-phase differential GPS. In addition, the large number of satellites makes us more robust to single satellite failures.
Leveraging the newly proposed commercial Broadband LEO constellations for navigation has the potential to add tremendous benefit to protect, toughen, and augment the PNT we have come to rely so heavily upon and to perhaps enable new technologies on the horizon.
